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PREFACE 

The purpose of this study was to explore subjective 

conceptualizations of environments and test the 

relationship of such concepts to behavioral intentions. 

Empirically derived language terms were employed to 

conmunicate the subjective concepts of vacation 

env i ronments. 

The author is grateful to Dr. George Domino and 

Dr. Kenneth L. Craik whose previous research made the 

present study possible. 
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ABSTRACT 

What conceptual consistency exists in adjective 

descriptions of different environments by different 

individuals? Does a conrnon structure underlying a variety 

of such descriptions relate to the basic behavioral 

decision to approach or avoid? The present study employed 

two, empirically-derived, adjective checklists to answer 

these questions. Subjects described 131 self-selected 

vacation sites compatible with the visit intention of 

either approach, avoidance, or apathy. Factor analysis 

revealed the same three factors found in many studies using 

semantic differential technique: Evaluation, Potency and 

Activity. Discriminant function analysis using only 18 

marker adjectives to represent these three factors and 

their four interactions correctly classified 67.3% of the 

approach condition subjects, 65.6% of the avoidance and 47% 

of the apathy subjects, F(8,720) 31.6, pc.OOl. Unlike 

semantic differential theory, these nomothetic dimensions 

are not uniformly bipolar. Seven exploratory factors more 

specific to vacation concepts and 180 adjectives are 

suggested for future research. 

v i i i 



INTRODUCTION 

The conceptual representation of a particular 

environment, or of a particular class of environments 

presumably involves psychological processes on many levels 

(Ulrich, 1971). Physically present environments provide 

stimuli from which there is sensation permitting the person 

to be aware that something exists "out there". Basic 

sensations are organized in perception of the environment 

enabling the person to correlate experience with objects. 

There is higher cognitive processing which encodes 

information about the environment in more abstract 

representative form. There are also affective responses to 

the environment. Researchers have shown great skill and 

ingenuity in the experimental isolation of these events in 

experiments, as they have attempted to build an 

understanding of how they cooperate naturally. Much 

important work remains to be carried out using this 

analytical mode of research. 

Yet people do not report the experience of 

environments as taking place sequentially, one 

psychological operation at a time. The typical, subjective 

experience of environments involves a combination of 

sensation, perception, cognition, affect, prior experience, 

biological state, learning history and other psychological 

1  
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events all experienced simultaneously. The processes may 

indeed be independent and progress in linear fashion, 

perhaps very quickly, but the natural experience of 

environments is a more unified whole response. The present 

design seeks to represent natural experience of 

environments and therefore seeks to examine environments in 

their unified and whole representations. 

Another departure from typical environmental 

perception research derives from the observation that 

people routinely imagine environments which are not 

physically present. A memory of some place visited in the 

past may be consulted, and people often anticipate 

experiencing environments which they have never visited 

even places which are fictional. A young child can 

describe probable experiences of the North Pole, of Earth's 

moon, or even of a fictional planet in a currently popular 

film. Present environmental descriptions based on past 

memories and anticipation require abstract mental 

representation of the environment. These mental 

representations of non-present environments are referred to 

here as "conceptual representations" or "concepts" (Pasch, 

1958). 

The decision to visit or vacation in a particular 

environment is usually made in absence of direct contact 

with the environment in question. Thus the imagined 

internal representation, or concept of that environment is 



often the only information available to the person planning 

the vacation. 

The focus of this research is on concepts of 

vacation environments. The present study employs language 

to represent these concepts but is not a study of language 

per se, nor of behavior alone, nor of generalized attitudes 

toward places. Rather, this study seeks to identify 

patterns of symbolic meaning commonly encoded in vacation 

concepts. The sampling and quantification of these 

environmental concepts are considered next. 



CONCEPT MEASUREMENT 

Environmental psychologists do not currently have a 

standard instrument to assess the conceptual representation 

which individuals and groups hold for places. People have 

not waited for psychologists before they attempted to 

summarize such information. Simple observation reveals 

that people corrmonly attempt to communicate their 

subjective concepts of places to one another through 

language. Often the subjective concept of a particular 

environment becomes reified as a quality inherent in that 

location. This is evident in such expressions as "France 

is a romantic place", "Europe, the old countries", 

"Switzerland is so exciting" and "Tahiti is beautiful" 

(University of Arizona, 1983). The present study seeks to 

conmunicate the conceptual representations of environments 

from subject to researcher in this same natural, everyday 

manner. The natural language base which people have used 

to convey subjective experience for hundreds of years is a 

logical candidate for sampling private experiences of 

environmental concepts. 

4  
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David Canter was quoted by Hershberger (1972) 

concerning the relevance of language to environmental 

research: 

"...words are of interest because they are 
frequently predictors of actions. To say you hate 
a place is often a precursor to your leaving it. 
Another way of expressing this is that words take 
less force to trigger off than actions and thus are 
more sensitive indicators...They give more insight 
into what is going on inside people." 

Language assessment of conceptual experience has 

advantages other than face validity (Craik, 1971). 

Language based assessment requires little training of 

subject-corrmunicators since they use those terms everyday. 

The information can be gathered quickly and easily. A 

broad scale of concepts can be assessed, and experimental 

analysis of the data can be designed in many flexible 

forms. Assessment using natural language instruments has 

much to offer the investigator who is willing to attempt 

designs that are ecologically valid and sample more than a 

priori, synonym/antonym correlations. 

Previous Attempts to Assess Environmental 
Concepts via Verbal Descriptions 

Conceptual assessment was pioneered with the 

semantic differential technique (Osgood, Suci & Tannenbaum, 

1957; Snider 6c Osgood, 1969; Osgood, May icMiron, 1975) and 

many researchers still turn to this technique without 

considering its limitations. The semantic differential 

method for assessing "connotative meaning", presents 



presumed antonyms to the subject in a bi-polar continuum 

along which the subject selects one of nine intervals to 

express the "position" of the concept relative to the two 

antonyms. Typically, the researcher selects the antonym 

scales believed to represent the proper response set for 

each study. A hazard of this practice is the misguided 

selection of unnatural or inappropriate antonym dimensions. 

Thus a wilderness area might be rated with the subject 

indicating how "sweet" versus "sour" that place is 

considered. A building might be assessed for its "cruel" 

versus "kind" dimension. The semantic differential 

technique has been applied to a diverse range of studies, 

beginning with concept assessment and expanding into 

investigations of synesthesia, physiological responses and 

even judgments of sonar signals (Mehrabian, 1980). Many 

years of factor analytic studies have found that at least 

three factors continually reappear in semantic differential 

studies. Osgood named these factors: "Evaluation", 

"Activity", and "Potency". 

Bechtel (1975, 1983) summarizes much of the 

controversy and limitations concerning the assessment of 

environmental perception and cognition with semantic 

differential method and other paper and pencil 

instruments. He points out that, too often, insufficient 

effort has been made to develop scales which are 

representative of natural dimensions. In fact, the lack of 
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consensus in most factor analytic studies of environmental 

description (Craik, 1971) may quite possibly be attributed 

to unnatural response categories, small sample error and 

restricted environmental stimuli range typical of many 

studi es. 

Hershberger (1972) declared "In my own studies some 

of the factors did not emerge SIMPLY because there were no 

appropriate bi-polar adjectives to allow them to emerge." 

Conversely, one might point out that too often, spurious 

factors emerge ONLY because the researcher created 

unrepresentative verbal response categories. This study 

attempts to overcome the problem of non-representativeness 

with a strict policy of sampling empirically derived, 

naturally occurring stimuli and response categories. 

Beahtel also raises the following question of 

theoretical relevance, "...have you measured a true 

response to an environment, or only responses to concepts?" 

The declared aim of this study i_s the assessment of 

environmental concepts. The hypothesis tested here assumes 

that concepts mediate interactions with real environments. 

The distinction between environmental perception 

and environmental conception is not always drawn with the 

precision our field requires. Craik (1971) used the phrase 

"environmental perception" in the same sense as "person 

perception" is used in social psychology. Ward and Russell 

(1981) presented an interesting study of comnon structures 
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underlying different assessment methods using verbal 

responses which they selected. They invited criticism by 

using the term "environmental perception" and presenting 

evidence on photographic surrogates in a manner which led 

others (Daniel & Ittelson, 1981) to believe Ward and 

Russell viewed their study as a perception study in the 

tradition of psychophysics. One should acknowledge that 

psychophysical perception research requires actual 

environments as stimuli or surrogates which have been 

carefully evaluated for their ability to perceptually 

represent actual environments. Imagined environments would 

be inadequate stimuli for psychophysical research. This 

study is of environmental concepts including anticipated 

perceptual experiences rather than a study of environmental 

perception in the psychophysical sense. 

A distinction which is deliberately avoided in this 

study is one made by Russell, Ward and Pratt (1981). These 

authors carefully distinguish affective quality of 

environments from "perception/cognition" and offer a 

circumplex model of a 2-dimensional space which they 

suggest is an adequate representation of the independent 

affective quality of environments. In contrast, the 

present study assumes that global concepts of environments 

may yield more powerful predictive data than independent 

sampling of affective, then cognitive, then perceptual 

information. Drawing distinctions which are unnatural to 
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human experience of environments may lead researchers away 

from an understanding of the unified conceptual 

representations of environments. 

The instrument utilized in this study combined two 

adjective checklists for environments. Both checklists 

derived their adjectives from empirical observation of 

environmental description, but the history of each is quite 

different and bears consideration. 

The History of the Environmental Check List 

Domino (1984) gathered open ended verbal 

descriptions of a wide variety of environments from 304 

individuals, in order to develop an appropriate adjective 

checklist for the study of environments. The subjects 

included students and non-students in eleven different 

geographic localities. The students were both graduates 

and undergraduates, with professional and non-professional 

majors. Business executives were included as well as 

non-student adults from various other occupations. Each 

person provided an unstructured verbal description of a 

geographic location where they had lived for at least three 

years. Note that this selection required the corrmunicator 

to have a fairly extensive experiential basis for the 

concepts he or she had formed but did not require the 

environment to be physically present at the time of 

descr iption. 
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The written narratives gathered from these people 

covered 42 states in the U.S. and 23 foreign cities. Large 

cities, villages, farms, a mental hospital, and even a 

nudist camp were described. The goal of this procedure was 

to identify without any prior theoretical orientation the 

self-explanatory terms that occur in natural comnunication 

of environmental meaning. 

An initial list of 288 adjectives was selected from 

these narratives after foreign and esoteric, as well as 

some obviously synonymous and dually connotative terms were 

eliminated. These adjectives were then verified as 

simultaneously familiar and descriptive of known 

environments through separate presentations to two new 

groups of students, numbering over 80 subjects in each 

group. The items endorsed by 70% or more of each group 

were retained. These 140 adjectives form the present 

Environmental Checklist, (hereafter abbreviated as the 

ECL). 

Domino then employed the ECL in three separate 

empirical studies to demonstrate its validity, reliability 

and utility (Domino, 1984). Environmental expectations 

related to relocation were studied in 90 adults who were 

newcomers to Tucson, Arizona. Each of these persons 

completed the ECL describing both Tucson and their prior 

place of residence. They completed the ECL for both 

locations again one year later. Significant differences 



were found between the descriptions of Tucson on arrival 

and a year later, between the prior residence and Tucson, 

and between the prior residence descriptions on arrival to 

Tucson and prior residence after a year of living in 

Tucson. For example, Tucson was described as significantly 

less crowded than the prior residence on arrival, but more 

crowded after a year of living in Tucson. The prior 

residence was described as less crowded after a year of 

living in Tucson than it was on arrival. 

A second study hypothesized that individuals whose 

initial description of Tucson's desert environment was 

extremely positive or extremely negative would be more 

likely to leave Tucson within one year. A subset of the 

adjectives judged to be most sensitive to evaluation 

supported the hypothesis. 

A third study investigated relationships between 

personal styles of interaction with the environment, as 

measured by the Environmental Response Inventory, and 

descriptions of Tucson on the ECL. A sample of 43 adults 

completed both instruments and hypotheses for the ERI's 

"Need for Privacy" and "Urbanism" scales were tested with 

ECL data. As hypothesized, Tucson was described with more 

positive urban adjectives by persons with a high need for 

Urbanism than by those with a low need for Urbanism. The 

analogous relationship was demonstrated for persons with 

low and high Need for Privacy. 
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The 140 ECL adjectives have unique research value 

in that many of these words can be expected to embody many 

natural categories for conriunicating human experiences of 

environments. These adjectives were not arbitrarily pulled 

out of a dictionary or thesaurus and (aside from the 

restriction to adjectives only) they are free of any 

researcher's theoretical conceptions of what terms should 

be relevant. There can be no criticism that these words 

only describe language itself, for a fairly large sample of 

people have independently determined that these words fit 

places. Language is the tool humans use to tell one 

another of our experiences. These are some of the items in 

our language which are especially descriptive of 

environmental experience. 

The History of the Landsacape 
Adjective Check List 

The popularity of the adjective check list format 

in personality research (Gough 3c Heilbrun, 1965) has 

encouraged more than one investigator to develop a similar 

strategy for research in environmental assessment. Among 

the other attempts which have been made (Kasmar, 1970) is 

the Landscape Adjective Check List, hereafter referred to 

as the LACL (Craik, 1970). This instrument was also 

empirically derived for the most part, but with a design 
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that may have generated a number of less natural or 

unfamiliar terms. 

Fifty photographic slides were presented to 35 

university students who were instructed to give 10 

adjectives to describe each scene. This design is limited 

in sample size, relative to the ECL's development, and 

limited to 50 environmental representations which were 

pre-selected by the investigator. A greater concern is 

that pressure was placed on the students to provide 10 

adjectives per scene regardless of the number of adjectives 

that might naturally arise if they were simply asked to 

describe the scene. This method generated 1,196 adjectives 

which Craik reduced to 204, before adding some terms which 

"would contribute to the breadth of coverage" (Craik, 

1971). 

Not surprisingly, there are substantial differences 

between the 140 ECL items and the final 204 LACL 

adjectives, although they do have 55 terms in common. In 

general, the LACL tends to have more uncommon and 

physically defined terms than the ECL, which has more 

affective and abstract terms. The LACL uses "flowery", 

"invigorating" and "nocturnal" while the ECL uses 

"desirable", "familiar", and "new". In view of these 

differences, the investigator's decision as to which 

combination of adjectives is most appropriate for the 

research task is difficult. The present study's approach 
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is to present the combined set of these adjectives and 

empirically discover which of the adjectives are used with 

the greatest nomothetic consensus through factor analysis. 

Factor analysis will simply weight out any adjectives which 

do not contribute to the solution via factor score 

coefficients which approach zero. 

The next step was to design an empirical test of 

the information value within this promising set of response 

categor i es. 



OVERVIEW OF THE PRESENT STUDY 

The two major questions pursued by the present 

study ares First, what terms are used consistently by 

different individuals describing different vacation 

environments? Second, does the common structure underlying 

these adjective descriptions relate to the basic behavioral 

decision to approach or avoid? A four-part strategy was 

developed to answer these questions: 

1. Select a language description instrument with a wide 

variety of descriptive responses gathered from persons 

during the natural process of environmental description, 

rather than from theoretical hypotheses of 

i nves t i gat ors. 

2. Randomly assign a behavioral condition of approach, 

avoidance or apathy to a large number of subjects. 

Allow the subjects to self-select a vacation environment 

appropriate to that assigned condition for description 

via the language instrument. 

3. Employ structural analysis to reduce the entire body 

of descriptions to the most parsimonious set of 

var iables. 

1 5  
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4. Use the resulting factors as classification variables 

in a discriminant function analysis testing their 

ability to match each description with its assigned 

behavioral condition. 

If there is no systematic set of concepts which 

links to declared approach and avoidance plans, or if such 

information cannot adequately be sampled by the selected 

language-based instrument then one would expect no more 

than chance success in classifying the descriptions to 

their assigned behavioral intention groups. Greater than 

chance classification would support the alternative 

hypothesis: that conceptual representations of 

environments correlate with approach and avoidance plans, 

and that such concepts can be sampled by an appropriate set 

of language response categories. 



METHOD 

Three behavioral intention conditions of approach, 

avoidance or apathy (a quasi-control condition) were 

randomly assigned. Each subject was free to select a 

vacation environment which that subject judged would fit 

the assigned condition. Subjects were instructed to select 

and name the environment, give that environment's location, 

list some sample activities typically observed in that 

environment, and then offer a brief explanation as to why 

that place "fits" the assigned behavioral intention. For 

example, one subject who was assigned to the approach 

condition selected and named San Diego; gave the location 

of "southern California, U.S.A."; listed the typical 

behaviors as "go sailing, swim at beach, get a suntan, 

visit others, go to good restaurants"; and then made the 

following explanation for the intention to approach San 

Diego in the future: "I enjoy the surroundings and my 

relatives with whom I visit while there. Also, it is much 

cooler [than Tucson, Arizona] during the sumner. It offers 

a great variety of activities." 

Each subject next completed an adjective checklist 

which included nonsense words for the subject to identify 

and mark. These false adjectives allowed the completed 

1 7  
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checklists to be screened, eliminating checklists that were 

completed without understanding the instructions or without 

attending to the task. Those subjects which identified 50% 

or more of these foils as false adjectives were retained 

for all subsequent analyses. 



SUBJECTS 

Five hundred and forty-four introductory psychology 

students participated en masse to gain extra credit in 

their course. The descriptions for 143 subjects were 

eliminated because they identified less than 50% of the 

false adjectives. Random interviews with a few of these 

subjects support the notion that they either did not read 

and follow the instructions adequately or simply did not 

attend to the task. 

Fourteen additional subjects were eliminated as 

they demonstrated extreme acquiescence bias. these 14 

subjects were univariate outliers on the variable which 

indicates the sum total number of adjectives endorsed, more 

than three standard deviations above that variable's mean 

(equivalent to alpha .002 cutoff level) indicating that 

they endorsed far more of the adjectives than their peers. 

Another seven subjects were eliminated from the 

analysis because they had failed to follow the instructions 

to select their vacation site within the United States. 

Finally, seven additional subjects were eliminated because 

they had skipped one or more pages of the checklist 

itself. Of the 544 instruments returned, 366 passed all 

criteria to enter the structural analyses. 

1 9  



Demographic data was not collected with the 

instruments. Informal observation during data collection, 

and previous experience with similar classes suggest that 

subjects were male and female students from the 

heterogeneity of socioeconomic backgrounds typical of state 

universities' introductory psychology courses. A range of 

age and ethnic groups was represented in this sample, but 

must be considered biased toward the 19 year-old, 

caucasian, middle class mode. The demographic structure of 

this sample may differ markedly from United States norms. 

External validity is also suspect due to prior findings 

that college volunteer subjects differ from the larger 

population on characteristics that may interact with 

experimental treatments, i.e. need for approval, 

authoritarianism, and I.Q. (Rosenthal dc Rosnow, 1969). 



PROCEDURE 

On the first day of class instruction the professor 

of an introductory psychology class introduced herself, 

explained the class procedures and syllabus, gave a brief 

overview of course topics and explained the extra credit 

policy for experiment participation. The professor 

announced that there would be opportunities for extra 

credit experiments throughout the semester, and that one 

would be offered in that same room for volunteers after 

class that day. When class business was completed the 

professor turned the class over to the researcher. 

The researcher explained that the task involved 

descriptions of vacation places and would require less that 

20 minutes to complete. Volunteers were invited to 

approach the podium and pick up the instrument which 

contained all instructions for the task. Non-volunteers 

were dismissed. Eight stacks of checklists were available 

and the volunteers queued up naturally in eight 

corresponding lines. Each stack of checklists contained a 

thorough mix of the approach, avoidance and apathy 

conditions so assignment of the independent variable was 

both random and experimenter blind. Debriefing needs were 

minimal and met by a debriefing statement on the instrument 

2 1  



itself. Upon completion of the checklist, subjects 

exchanged the completed instruments for the extra credit 

vouchers as they exited the lecture hall. Approximately 10 

exiting subjects were informally interviewed regarding 

their experience of the procedure. The entire data 

collection required less than 30 minutes. 

Written Materials 

All subjects were instructed to "think of a 

place..." that is in the United States, and which also is 

"... a place where people visit or vacation" . The 

independent variable of behavioral intention was achieved 

by randomly inserting one of the following statements for 

the next instruction: 

I. "a place where YOU will vacation or visit within the 
next 10 years." 

II. "a place YOU will stay away from as long as you can." 

III. "visiting this place doesn't really matter to YOU--
YOU don't really care whether you go there or not." 

Each subject was asked to provide the following 

denotative information: 

"What is the name of the place you chose?" 

"Where is it located?" 

"What do people usually do in this place?" 

"Why does this place fit (RANDOM EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION)?" 



Following the denotative information the subject 

was asked to complete a four-page adjective checklist for 

the place they "are thinking of". A combined set of 282 

ECL adjectives and LACL items were merged in this 

checklist, along with fifteen false adjectives. 

The instructions read: 

"INSTRUCTIONS: v/check the words that do describe the place you 
are thinking of. Put a question mark ) beside any word 
that you think could be one of the fake words we made up for 
this checklist. Also put a question mark ( < ) beside the 
word if you forget what that word means." 

The following pseudo-adjective foils were scattered 

throughout the checklist: 

"aurent", "comny", "contind", "dulitol", 

"intarbent", "malsom", "nobeft", "recathen", 

"snoltak", "unhesill", "whibal", "wurbent", and 

"extamor", 

"rompal", 

"yoli di c". 



RESULTS 

The checklists were coded by independent variable 

condition, assigned an identifying subject number and then 

coded dichotomously for each adjective, with zero 

representing unchecked adjectives and one representing the 

checked adjectives. The total number of adjectives checked 

was entered for each checklist along with a random number 

to aid in subsequent decisions of factor extraction 

limits. Much of the following analysis and summary follows 

the recommendations of Tabachinik and Fidell (1983). The 

univariate statistics were inspected revealing 67 

adjectives which were endorsed by less than 10% of the 

subjects (See Appendix A). These skewed adjectives were 

eliminated to prevent artificially high correlations in 

these dichotomously coded data (Rurnmel, 1970). This 

procedure left 215 adjectives for the common factor 

analyses. 

Inspection of the Correlation Matrix 
and Multivariate Relationships 

A common factor extraction followed principal 

components extraction, the latter used to estimate number 

of factors, presence of outliers, absence of 

multicol1inearity, and factorabi1ity of the correlation 

matrix. Numerous correlations beyond .50 were observed in 

2 4  
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the correlation matrix, thus nomothetic agreement in 

response to the adjectives was anticipated. Singularity 

and multicol 1inearity were not problematic in these data. 

The squared multiple correlations between variables where 

each in turn serves as DV for the others, was never greater 

than .86 (See Table 1). Corrmon factor solution was 

selected for subsequent runs and the reported solution in 

order to identify the systematic variability apart from the 

unique and error variance in these data. 

An orthogonal rotation is inappropriate to data 

based upon language concepts, since in natural usage the 

meaning of concepts overlap. A purely oblique rotation was 

also avoided because with this exploratory instrument, and 

in this unresearched context, there is no prior work to 

appeal to for the appropriate degrees of inter-factor 

correlation. The choice of an oblique rotation in this 

context would have capitalized on chance by settling on the 

best solution obtainable through trial-and-error. To 

simultaneously avoid both of these pitfalls and enhance 

potential replicabi1ity, orthoblique rotation was chosen. 

Orthoblique rotation uses the quartimax algorithm to 

produce an orthogonal, thus unique solution on rescaled 

factor loadings; while allowing obliqueness with respect to 

the original factor loadings. This rotational method 

provides a single, mathematically unique solution for a 

given correlation matrix and a given number of factors 
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TABLE 1. ASSESSING MULTICOLLINEARITY AMONG THE ADJECTIVES. 

SQUARED MULTIPLE CORRELATIONS (SMC) OF EACH MARKER VARIABLE 
FROM BOTH ANALYTIC SERIES WITH ALL OTHER VARIABLES. 

SMC SMC 
fun .81663 ugiy .80976 
cheerful .86022 uni nvi t ing .82025 
happy .83140 undes i rable .80988 
delightful .84824 unpleasant .79396 
inv i t i ng .80548 unfr iendly .82150 
exciting .77065 uninspiring .81054 
friendly .81959 awful .80952 
interesting .80366 depres s i ng .81367 
invigorat ing .83629 g 1 oomy .78957 
beaut i ful .85265 sad .74488 
br ight .73654 br ight .73654 
desi rable .77874 mass ive .78468 
fasci nat i ng .82464 overwhelming .82567 
charmi ng .81624 large .75345 
1ively .78618 big .72464 
sociable .75710 broad .72373 
pleasant .83111 wide .73139 
pretty .81983 spread-out .68156 
satisfying .80374 tower i ng .81094 
good .80299 good .80299 
colorful .77919 sophisticated .74790 
lovely .82349 r ich .77227 
ni ce .76935 elegant .77612 

weal thy .71996 
hard .79245 snobbi sh .71500 
rough .78012 progress ive .81433 
cold .79746 
harsh .72879 leafy .76456 
tough .75987 grassy .83517 

— — forested .77747 
calm .82226 bushy .75443 
busy .83940 flowery .77066 
quiet .81037 vegetated .72662 
noi sy .80896 tree-s tudded .73383 
i solated .75970 mounta inous .77081 
secluded .74404 
crowded .77220 boring .79692 
t ranqui1 .79117 dull .74518 
natural .79212 humdrum .69411 
r emo t e .75948 uninteresting .78242 

wet .72810 
watery .73747 

DASHED LINES ( ) blue .70064 
SEPARATE THE MARKER 
VARIABLES FOR DIFFERENT icy .82879 
FACTORS. wi nt ry 

snowy 
.77029 
.79312 
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extracted without sacrificing the oblique relationships 

typical of natural phenomenon. Once orthoblique rotation 

was chosen, Kaiser's Little Jiffy extraction was dictated 

as the only compatible extraction method. 

The Two Series of Structural Analyses 

Two separate analyses by corrmon factors 

extraction were employed, Series I, to identify the most 

robust and parsimonious structure through increasingly 

conservative factor retention criteria, and Series II, 

which employed more liberal criteria to explore a greater 

number of less abstract, more feature specific dimensions. 

Determining the Number of Reliable 
Factors in Series I 

In the analyses of Series I, the number of factors 

was determined by the following planned progression of 

increasingly rigorous criteria. The preliminary estimate 

of the number of factors was obtained by including the 

random number variable in the initial PCA runs. Upon 

inspection of the varimax rotations of these runs, the 

random variable was first observed to load on factor 20. 

Thus, any subsequently extracted factors can be assumed to 

be less informative than a random number. Adjectives which 

did not load on any factor prior to factor 20 can be 

considered uninformative in this study's context (See 



Appendix B). The unrotated loadings for the random number 

remained below .16 for factors one through 16. 

The second step extracted 19 factors and the next 

estimate was based on the sorted and shaded correlation 

matrices provided by BMDP4M. Here, the number of 

triangular patterns suggests the number of reliable 

factors. Observing 10 triangular correlation patterns 

prompted the next extraction of 10 factors. 

The last, and most rigorous, criteria in this 

series was adapted from Comrey (Comrey, 1973, p.191). Five 

relatively pure marker variables were required of each 

retained factor. Operationally speaking, each factor was 

required to have five adjectives whose rotated loadings on 

the pattern matrix exceeded .55 while those same adjectives 

rotated loadings on all other factors were simultaneously 

less than .35 . Additionally, no adjective was considered 

a marker variable unless its rotated factor loading was 

greater than its correlation with any of the other marker 

variable candidates for that factor. This avoided the 

danger of obtaining dimensions which are really only 

clusters of synonyms and antonyms. A related criteria was 

to accept the. correlation matrix and factor loadings as 

definitional of "antonyms" or "synonyms" rather than 

conventional thesaurus information. This policy was 

dictated by the observation in pilot studies that alleged 

antonyms are sometimes orthogonal in a given context. (For 
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example "feminine" was found to be opposite to "smelly" but 

orthogonal to the term "masculine" when describing 

environments). 

Three final factors were extracted for Series I 

using these planned retention criteria. Inappropriate data 

variables are expected in an exploratory factor analysis, 

whose purpose is in part to identify the systematic data 

variables and weed out the idiosyncratic variables. Since 

these discarded data variables inevitably contribute to 

unexplained variance in the correlation matrix, the 

percentage of variance explained is not a meaningful 

measure of the overall solution. Yet, percentage of 

variance explained by each factor remains a useful 

indicator of each factor's relative informativeness. 

Factors 1-1 through 1-3 represented, in order, 13.9, 8.8, 

and 4.6 percents of the variance extracted. Eigenvalues 

and percents of variance drop to much lower values after 

the first three factors (Table 2), which supports the 

notion that this more conservative analysis represents the 

most parsimonious solution for the correlation matrix. 

The factors were distinguishable and well defined, 

as indicated by the squared multiple correlations for 

factors from variables; the lowest of which was .97 . The 

reverse is not true; variables are not well defined by this 

factor solution. Conmunal i ty values (Table 3) tend to be 

low. A cut of .45 was used for inclusion of a variable for 
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TABLE 2. EIGENVALUES AND PROPORTIONS OF VARIANCE 
PRIOR TO ROTATION 

(Values given for both series' factors. The random 
number loads on Factor #20) 

FACTOR VARIANCE EXPLAINED CDMULATIVE PROPORTION 
TOTAL VARIANCE 

1.1 29.893230 .139038 
1.2 19.115015 .227945 
1.3 9.833637 .273683 

II.4 5.343744 .298538 
II.5 3.868857 .316532 
II.6 3.872567 .334544 
II.7 2.944186 .348238 
II.8 2.619596 .360422 
II.9 2.311452 .371173 

10 2.129633 .379626 

15 1.712208 .421735 

20 1.306030 .454961 
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TABLE 3. COMMONALITY WITH FACTORS FROM SERIES I ANALYSIS 
FOR ALL MARKER VARIABLES FROM BOTH ANALYSES. 

COMMUNALITIES OBTAINED FROM 3 FACTORS AFTER 1 ITERATION. 
VARIABLE'S COMMUNAL ITY IS ITS SMC WITH THE FACTORS 

THE 

COMMUNALITY 
fun .5394 
cheerful .5186 
happy .5303 
delight ful .5662 
inv i t i ng .5179 
exci t ing .4435 
friendly .4895 
interesting .4398 
inv igorat ing .4409 
beaut i ful .5589 
br ight .3749 
des i rable .4549 
fascinating .4024 
charming .4244 
lively .4100 
sociable .3185 
pleasant .5036 
pretty .4607 
sat i sfying .4119 
good .3888 
colorful .3821 
lovely .4894 
nice .3447 

hard .4155 
rough .3394 
cold .2801 
harsh .3761 
tough .3492 

calm .4926 
busy .4729 
qui et .4515 
noi sy .4731 
i solated .2991 
secluded .3154 
crowded .3948 
tranqui1 .4377 
natural .4904 
remote .2533 

ugly 
uni nvi t ing 
undesi rable 
unpleasant 
unfr iendly 
uninspiring 
awful 
depress ing 
gloomy 
sad 

COMMUNALITY 
.4370 
.3372 
.4054 
.3850 
.4124 
. 2982 
.3904 
.4857 
.3778 
.2716 

massive .3040 
overwhelming .4117 
large .2535 
big .2114 
broad .1527 
wide .1918 
spread-out .1002 
towering .3597 

sophisticated .1888 
rich .1819 
elegant .2697 
wealthy .2042 
snobbish .1927 
progressive .3934 

leafy .2132 
grassy .3016 
forested .2789 
bushy .2140 
flowery .2065 
vegetated .1840 
tree-studded .1654 
mountainous .3023 

boring .2688 
dull .2000 
humdrum .1880 
uninteresting .2096 

DASHED LINES ( -) 
SEPARATE THE MARKER 
VARIABLES FOR DIFFERENT 
FACTORS. 

we t .1918 
watery .1473 
blue .1718 

icy .1841 
wintry .1348 
snowy .1880 
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interpretation of a factor. This cut eliminated 119 of the 

215 adjectives from interpretation. Fifteen of the 

retained variables were complex. Failure of numerous 

variables to load on a factor reflects idiosyncratic 

response to those items in the original adjective 

checkli sts. 

Determining the Number of Reliable 
Factors in Series II 

For the analyses of Series II, number of factors 

extracted was nine using the less conservative factor 

retention criteria of at least two marker variables whose 

rotated factor loadings on the pattern matrix are .50 or 

greater. 

Factors 11 — 1 through 11-3 replicated the variance 

extracted in the Series I analysis. Factors 11-4 through 

11-9 represented, in order, 2.5, 1.8, 1.8, 1.4, 1.2 and 1.1 

percents of the variance extracted. This finding supports 

the notion that these factors should be considered of 

exploratory value only and not as informative nor as robust 

as the three factors extracted by Series I. 

The Series II factors were also distinguishable and 

well defined, as indicated by the SMCs for factors from 

variables; the lowest of which was .91 . The reverse is 

again not true; variables remain poorly defined by this 

factor solution. Communality values (Table 4) tend to be 

low. The cut of .45 for inclusion of a variable for 
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TABLE 4. COMMUNAL ITY WITH FACTORS FROM SERIES II ANALYSIS 
FOR ALL MARKER VARIABLES FROM BOTH ANALYSES. 

COMMUNALITIES OBTAINED FROM 9 FACTORS AFTER 1 ITERATION. THE 
VARIABLE'S OOMWUNALITY IS ITS SMC WITH THE FACTORS 

COMMUNALITY COMMUNALITY 
fun .5575 ugly .6083 
cheer ful .6140 uninvi ting .5660 
happy .6182 undes i rable .5762 
delightful .6490 unpleasant .5549 
inv i t ing .5401 unfr iendly .5808 
exci ting .4964 uninspiring .5327 
f r i endly .5678 awful .5219 
interesting .4708 depress i ng .5932 
inv igorati ng .4884 gloomy .4887 
beaut i ful .6289 sad . 3884 
br ight .4191 
des i rable .5096 mass ive .4834 
fascinat ing .5141 overwhelming .5263 
charmi ng .4931 large .4384 
lively .4384 big .3840 
sociable . 3986 broad .3301 
pleasant .5705 wi de .3653 
pretty .4741 spread-out .2415 
sat i sfying .4741 tower i ng .4559 
good .4670 
colorful .4762 sophi st icated .3886 
lovely .5614 r i ch .3584 
nice .4017 elegant .4309 

weal thy .3253 
hard .4720 snobbi sh .3443 
rough .4037 progressive .4659 
cold .5117 
harsh .4447 leafy .4518 
tough .3833 grassy 

forested 
.5541 
.4962 

calm .5728 bushy .3862 
busy .5319 flowery .4180 
quiet .5581 vegetated .3599 
noi sy .5314 tree-studded .3340 
i solated .3352 mountainous .4513 
secluded .3921 secluded .3921 
crowded .4341 bor i ng .5430 
tranqui1 .5253 dull .4018 
natural . 5397 humdrum .3959 
remote .2972 uninteresting .4871 

wet .3804 
watery .4069 

DASHED LINES ( ) blue .3679 
SEPARATE THE MARKER SEPARATE THE MARKER 
VARIABLES FOR DIFFERENT icy .4668 
FACTORS. wi nt ry 

snowy 
.4397 
.4597 
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interpretation of a factor eliminated 81 of the 215 

variables. Six of the retained variables were complex. 

Failure of numerous variables to load on any of these nine 

factors reflects idiosyncratic response to those items in 

the original adjective checklists. 

Interpreting the Two Series' Factors 

Loadings of marker variables on factors, rotated 

percents of variance and covariance are shown in Table 5. 

Variables have been ordered and grouped by size of loading 

to facilitate interpretation. Loadings under .45 (20% of 

variance) have been replaced by zeroes. 

The first three and most substantive factors, from 

Series I, are remarkably similar to the factors repeatedly 

uncovered in studies of semantic differential technique 

(Snider <3c Osgood, 1969). Osgood and his colleagues named 

these dimensions "Evaluation", "Potency" and "Activity" 

though other interpretive labels have been suggested. 

Mehrabian recommends labeling these dimensions with the 

corresponding emotional response terms "Pleasure", 

"Dominance" and "Arousal" when assessing environmental 

descriptions (Mehrabian, 1980). In this study the factors 

appear to be more precisely named "Hedonic / aesthetic / 

evaluation", "Hostility / Ruggedness" and "Calmness / 

Isolation". To avoid confusion however, Osgood's original 

labels are retained for factors I-l through 1-3. The 
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TABLE 5.1 LOADINGS OF MARKER VARIABLES FROM BOTH ANALYSES 
ON BOTH SERIES' FACTORS... SERIES I MARKERS. 

FACTORS: I-l 1-2 1-3 11-2 11-3 11-5 11-6 11-7 11-8 11-9 
fun .78 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
cheerful .74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
happy .74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
delightful .73 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
invi t i ng .72 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
exci t i ng .69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
friendly .67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
interest ing .67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
invigorating .67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
beaut iful .66 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
br ight .64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
desirable .63 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
fascinat ing .63 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
charmi ng .63 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lively * .62 0 --.45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
sociable .60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
pleasant .60 •o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
pretty .60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
satisfying .60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
good .58 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
colorful .58 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lovely .58 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
nice .55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

hard 0 .60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
rough 0 .59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
cold * 0 .55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 67 
harsh • 0 .55 0 .48 0 0 0 0 0 0 
tough 0 .55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

calm 0 0 .67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
busy 0 0 --.65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
quiet 0 0 .64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
noi sy 0 0 --.62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
i solated 0 0 .61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
secluded 0 0 .60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
crowded 0 0 --.59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
tranqu i1 0 0 .58 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
natural 0 0 . 57 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
remote 0 0 .56 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

»= COMPLEX VARIABLES WHICH MAY SAMPLE CONFOUNDED CONCEPTS 
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TABLE 5.2 LOADINGS OF MARKER VARIABLES FROM BOTH ANALYSES 
ON BOTH SERIES' FACTORS.. .SERIES II MARKERS. 

FACTORS s 1-1 1-2 1-3 11-2 11 -3 11-5 11-6 11-7 11-8 11-9 
ugly 0 0 0 .83 0 0 0 0 0 0 
uninvi t ing *-.51 0 0 .83 0 0 0 0 0 0 
uncles i rable •-.57 0 0 .79 0 0 0 0 0 0 
unpleasant •-.50 0 0 .78 0 0 0 0 0 0 
unf ri endly 0 0 0 .78 0 0 0 0 0 0 
uninspiring •-.53 0 0 .75 0 0 0 0 0 0 
awful 0 0 0 .73 0 0 0 0 0 0 
depress i ng •-.54 0 0 .64 0 0 0 0 0 0 
gloomy 0 0 0 .60 0 0 0 0 0 0 
sad 0 0 0 .59 0 0 0 0 0 0 

massive 0 0 0 0 .71 0 0 0 0 0 
overwhelming 0 0 0 0 .69 0 0 0 0 0 
large 0 0 0 0 .68 0 0 0 0 0 
big 0 0 0 0 .65 0 0 0 0 0 
broad 0 0 0 0 .62 0 0 0 0 0 
wide 0 0 0 0 .62 0 0 0 0 0 
spread-out 0 0 0 0 .53 0 0 0 0 0 
tower i ng • 0 .53 0 0 .52 0 0 0 0 0 

sophisticated 0 0 0 0 0 .75 0 0 0 0 
r ich 0 0 0 0 0 .66 0 0 0 0 
elegant 0 0 0 0 0 .66 0 0 0 0 
weal thy 0 0 0 0 0 .60 0 0 0 0 
snobbi sh 0 0 0 0 0 .58 0 0 0 0 
progress ive 0 0 0 0 0 .53 0 0 0 0 

leafy 0 0 0 0 0 0 .73 0 0 0 
grassy 0 0 0 0 0 0 .70 0 0 0 
forested • 0 0 .52 0 0 0 .64 0 0 0 
bushy 0 0 0 0 0 0 .63 0 0 0 
flowery 0 0 0 0 0 0 .59 0 0 0 
vegetated 0 0 0 0 0 0 .58 0 0 0 
tree-studded 0 0 0 0 0 0 .53 0 0 0 
mountainous • 0 0 .51 0 0 0 .51 0 0 0 

bor ing •-.54 0 0 0 0 0 0 .75 0 0 
dull 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .61 0 0 
humdrum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .60 0 0 
uni nteres t i ng 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .53 0 0 

wet 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .56 0 
watery 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .52 0 
blue 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .51 0 

icy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .69 
wintry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .68 
snowy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 68 

SERIES I 
% VARIANCE 12.5 8.1 7.0 SERIES II 

4.9 4.8 3.9 3.2 2.4 2.3 2.2 
% COVARIANCE 45.2 29.3 25. 4 

13.6 13.3 10.8 8.9 6.6 6.4 6.1 

•=COMPLEX VARIABLES WHICH MAY SAMPLE CONFOUNDED CONCEPTS. 
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exploratory factors of Series II are not interpreted but 

labeled with the two adjectives identified as the purest 

marker variables for each factor. Also note that factor 

11 — 1 was equivalent to factor I —1, while factor 11-4 

restated factor 1-3. Thus the remaining seven 

non-redundant factors 11 — 2 through 11 — 9 will be labeled 

respectively as: 

11-2 "ugly / uninviting" 

11-3 "massive / large" 

11-5 "sophisticated / elegant" 

11-6 "leafy /forested" 

11-7 "boring / dull" 

11-8 "watery /blue" 

11-9 "icy / wintry" 

These dimensions should have readily apparent meaning 

without investigator interpretation if the original 

adjectives are indeed as conmunicative as was anticipated. 

The more specific dimensions suggested by factors 

11-2 through 11 — 9 may also be interpreted in terms of the 

three fundamental factors from Series I. Figure 1. 

illustrates some of the correspondence between the various 

dimensions and the proportion of variance each explains 

relative to the others (here symbolized by the area of each 

ci rcle). 
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Having identified the underlying structure, the 

discriminant function analysis followed next. 

The Discriminant Function Analysis 

A stepwise discriminant function 

analysis was performed via BMDP7M to classify the three 

groups created by the randomly assigned behavioral 

intention condition. The groups to be classified were 

"approach", "avoidance" and "apathy". Factors 1-1 through 

1-3 ("Evaluation", "Potency" and "Activity") and their four 

possible interactions were employed as classification 

variables because they were established by the more 

rigorous criteria of the Series I factor analyses as the 

most parsimonious, fundamental, and robust representation 

of the adjective checklist descriptions. The degree to 

which these dimensions improve on chance prediction is the 

test of the hypothesized relationship behavioral intent and 

language descriptions of environmental concepts. 

The composite classification variables were 

computed using the factor scores for the six adjectives 

with the highest rotated loadings on each of the three main 

factors from the preceding structural analyses, and 

correspond to Osgood's Evaluation, Potency and Activity. 

Only six adjectives were used to prevent the larger factors 

(such as Evaluation) from receiving a priori advantage over 

lesser factors based solely on the number of rotated 
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loadings. In this way Potency, which has only five marker 

adjectives in the rotated matrix, competes equally 

alongside Evaluation which has 23 marker variables. When 

negative as well as positive marker variables were 

available, the three best positive and the three best 

negative markers were employed to preserve the bipolar 

informati on. 

The assumed oblique relationship of symbolic 

concepts suggests that interaction effects may provide more 

precise and significant information than a simple linear 

model. Therefore all four possible interactions of 

Evaluation, Potency and Activity were tested as 

classification variables. These interactions were computed 

by first transforming the factors to all positive values 

and then multiplying the appropriate factors with each 

other. The resulting variables correspond to "Evaluation 

with Potency", "Evaluation with Activity", "Potency with 

Activity", and "Evaluation with Potency with Activity". 

For brevity, these interaction variables are referred to as 

E&P, EicA, P&A, and E&P&A. 

Inspection of the mean and standard deviation 

values for these composite variables across all three 

groups confirmed that the previous factors were adequately 

reconstructed (Table 6). None of the original 366 cases 

were missing any data. None of the multivariate outliers 

were eliminated because the hypothesis test concerns the 



TABLE 6.1 MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE THREE FACTORS 
AS RECONSTRUCTED FOR THE DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 
ANALYSIS USING ONLY 18 MARKER ADJECTIVES. 

Means 

Group = 

Variable 

•Evaluat i on 

•Potency 

Act iv i ty 

Approach 

1.9398 

- .7088 

.4660 

Apathy 

-.0305 

-.2245 

-.0831 

Avoidance 

-1.7156 

.8870 

- .3271 

All Groups 

. 0 0 0 0  

.0005 

. 0 0 0 6  

Standard Deviations 

Group = Approach Apathy 

Var iable 

•Evaluation 1.4146 2.1197 

•Potency 1.3100 1.7642 

Activity 1.8992 1.6815 

Avoidance All Groups 

1 .7948 

2.1533 

1.4940 

1.8223 

1.7892 

1.6921 

»= VARIABLES WHICH PROVED TO BE SIGNIFICANTLY DISCRIMINATING 
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TABLE 6.2 MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE THREE FACTORS' 
FOUR INTERACTION VARIABLES AS RECONSTRUCTED FOR THE 
DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION ANALYSIS USING ONLY 18 MARKER 
ADJECTIVES. 

Means 

Group 

Var iable 

* E&P 

• E&A 

P&A 

E&P&A 

Approach 

1.2233 

2.4679 

-.0234 

1.7635 

Standard Deviations 

Group = Approach 

Var iable 

• E&P 

* E&A 

P&A 

E&P&A 

2.0998 

2.7172 

2.1094 

2.9281 

Apathy 

-.0178 

- . 0 1 6 1  

-.0284 

-.0289 

Apathy 

2.5246 

2.6063 

2.1525 

2.7168 

Avoidance 

-.0908 

-.2049 

.5226 

-.1272 

Avoidance 

2.5215 

2.0065 

2.2402 

2.5515 

All Groups 

. 0 0 0 0  

. 0 0 0 0  

. 0 0 0 0  

. 0 0 0 0  

All Groups 

2.4039 

2.4592 

2.1695 

2.7292 

*= VARIABLES WHICH PROVED TO PROVIDE SIGNIFICANT DISCIMINATION 

ALL INTERACTIONS WERE COMPUTED BY MULTIPLYING THE 
APPROPRIATE RECONSTRUCTED FACTORS AND AFTER ADDING 
A CONSTANT OF 10.00 TO EACH SINGLE FACTOR IN ORDER 
TO PRESERVE INFORMATION THAT WOULD BE LOST AS POWER 
SIGNS CANCELED EACH OTHER. THE CONSTANT HAS BEEN 
PARTIALED OUT OF THE MEAN VALUES TO FACILITATE 
INTERPRETATION. 
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ability to discriminate among the entire data set. The 

screening for instructional failures and univariate 

outliers which preceded the structural analyses should have 

reduced sampling error. Any multivariate mismatch at this 

point could be more indicative of hypothesis failure than 

of "error" due to atypical subjects. 

Two discriminant functions were calculated, with a 

combined final F(8,720) = 31.6, pc.OOl. The two 

discriminant functions accounted for 96.3% and 3.7%, 

respectively, of the between-group variability. 

Evaluation, Potency, EdcP, and E&A all provided significant 

discriminatory power while Activity, P3cA, and the three-way 

interaction of E&P&A did not discriminate significantly. 

An inspection of the standardized canonical 

variables group means reveals that the first discriminatory 

function (CANVAR1) maximally discriminates between the 

approach and avoidance groups, while the second function 

(CANVAR2) discriminates apathy from the other two groups 

(Table 7). 

The strength and directionality of each 

classification variable's relationship to the behavioral 

intention group is suggested by the coefficients for the 

canonical variables and the restated mean values for each 

significant classification variable within each behavioral 

intention group (Table 7). Evaluation is the most critical 

predictor variable for approach groups (positive 



TABLE 7. CANONICAL VARIABLES OF THE DISCRIMINANT FUNCTIONS 
AND DIRECTIONALITY OF THE SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES. 

CANONICAL VARIABLES EVALUATED AT GROUP MEANS 

CANVAR1 CANVAR2 
Group 

Approach 

Apathy 

Avoidance 

1.1507 

.0130 

-1.0518 

.1327 

.2254 

.1279 

COEFFICIENTS FOR CANONICAL VARIABLES 

CANVAR1 CANVAR2 

Var iable 

Evaluat ion .2505 1 .5789 

Potency -.2772 1 .9873 

E&P .1150 -1 .7397 

E&A .1327 . 2463 

SIGNIFICANTLY CLASSIFYING VARIABLES' MEANS AT GROUPS 

Group: APPROACH APATHY AVOIDANCE 

Var iable 

Evaluation + 1.94 - .03 - 1.72 

Potency - .71 - .22 + .89 

E&P + 1.22 - .02 - .09 

E&A + 2.47 - .02 - .20 



coefficient for CANVAR1), the canonical coefficients for 

E&P and E&A being half as great, while Potency is weighted 

toward the avoidance group (negative coefficient for 

CANVAR1). The second function's canonical coefficients 

suggest that E&A is relatively weak in this prediction and 

that the best discrimination is here achieved by 

contrasting E&P in favor of apathy (negative coefficient 

for CANVAR2), with both Evaluation, and Potency in favor of 

the other two groups (positive coefficients for CANVAR2). 

The relative classification strength of each 

composite variable is illustrated by their F-values in the 

final step of the analysis, considered with their order of 

entry and changing F-values during the stepwise procedure. 

Evaluation is clearly the strongest classification variable 

with F(2,361) of 20.4 at the penultimate step, prior to the 

entry of E&P. At the next and final step the, the F-ratio 

for Evaluation has diminished to F(2,360) 2.8, and this 

must be attributed to much of the classification power 

having been partialed out in the interaction variable of 

E&P (Table 8). A visual inspection of the final F-values 

suggests that E&A is superior to E&P which, in turn, is 

superior to the remaining discrimination power in 

Evaluation alone. Potency alone discriminates better than 

E&P, but not as significantly as the other two dimensions. 

Thus, as intuition would suggest, if one were limited to 

only one dimension with which to predict vacation intent, 
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TABLE 8. FINAL STEPS OF THE DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION ANALYSIS, 

Penultimate Step #3 

Variable F to Remove Tolerance 

Evaluation 20.386 .5236 

Potency 9.392 .9693 

E&A 5.439 .5120 

Final Step #4 

Var iable 

Evaluat i on 

Potency 

E&P 

E&A 

F to Remove 

2.773 

4.701 

2.769 

5.410 

Tolerance 

.0462 

.0541 

.0828 

.5120 

SUMMARY TABLE 

Step Variable F to U-Statistic Approximate Degrees of 
Number Entered Enter F-Statistic Freedom 

1 Evaluation 116.40 .6093 116.403 2 363 
2 Potency 11.47 .5730 58.120 4 724 
3 E&A 5.44 .5562 41.017 6 722 
4 E&P 2.77 .5478 * 31.602 8 720 

• Final F(8, 720) 31. 6, p<.001 
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Evaluation would seem to yield the greatest discrimination 

between approach, avoidance and apathy. Less intuitive is 

the finding that Potency, Evaluation with Potency, and 

Evaluation with Activity all significantly improve 

classification power. 

Sample sizes of the approach, the avoidance and the 

apathy groups give the prior probabilities for the group 

membership. Prior probabilities can also be considered 

estimates of chance classification ability. That is, 

without any discriminating information at all, one should 

be able to randomly assign each case to its group with the 

same success rate as the a priori relative size of each 

group. From this reasoning, one would anticipate 30% of 

the approach cases, 36.6% of the apathy, and 33.3% of the 

avoidance cases could be randomly classified with success. 

The two discriminant functions, based on four predictor 

variables (which themselves were computed from 18 of the 

original 215 adjectives), correctly classified 67.3% of 

approach cases, 47% of apathy, and 65.6% of avoidance 

cases. Within the total sample of 366 cases, 57.4% were 

classified correctly using the conservatively adjusted, 

jackknifed classification procedure (Jennrich & Sampson, 

1981). This compares favorably with the chance expectation 

of 33.3% for the total sample. 



DISCUSS ION 

The Data Collection Methods 

The relatively large number of subjects eliminated 

(26.3% of the total sample) during the screening of the 

foil pseudo-adjectives is not as alarming as would seem at 

first glance. Given the length of the instrument, the 

small incentive offered, and the obviousness of the 

research personnel's inability to screen 500 instruments as 

they were exchanged for the extra credit vouchers, one is 

not so surprised to find one of every four students rushed 

through the instrument haphazardly. Critics could 

speculate that the 73.7% who attended to the task were a 

non-representative sample of vacation describers. Such a 

critique might argue that people are naturally more 

inattentive during actual vacation planning than the sample 

which survived attentiveness screening. One could also 

argue that this most attentive 73.7% of the subjects might 

differ on some unassessed covariate such as willingness to 

aid the investigator. But the mass administration 

procedure would seem to minimize any impact of experimenter 

demands on the subjects, and also seems a more probable 

cause of the 26.3% instructional failure rate. Overall, 

this high rate of instructional failure was more than 

compensated for by the economy of the study 366 properly 
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completed instruments were gathered by only two research 

personnel in less than 30 minutes. 

Replications with older subjects, minority ethnic 

groups, and more diverse socioeconomic populations are 

required to demonstrate external validity. Hindsight would 

also suggest that information on whether the described 

environment was visited in the past or not would be useful 

in any replication. Perhaps there are differences between 

remembered environments and environments imagined from 

secondary sources of information. This data could easily 

be gathered by a short question on the first page of the 

instrument. In general, the adjective checklist method 

seems to be a simple, expedient, and economical method of 

sampling a wide variety of environmental concepts. 

The Structural Analyses 

Most, but not all of the 67 adjectives which 

exhibited skewed endorsement beyond the 90/10 proportion 

acceptable in dichotomous data should be deleted from 

future research. Forty-five of these terms are unique to 

the LACL; 17 are unique to the ECL; and five are common to 

both instruments. These rarely endorsed adjectives are 

often obscure or confusing terms which should be eliminated 

from an environmental assessment instrument, i.e. 

"autumnal" and "falling". Yet others may not have been 

endorsed simply because few vacation environments 
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correspond to those concepts, and these should be retained 

pending validational tests in other environmental 

contexts. Such potentially relevant adjectives include 

"small" and "secure". 

Among the 215 non-skewed adjectives, 56 failed to 

load on any of the factors in either of the analytic 

series, nor prior to a random number entered for the first 

PCA estimate. These adjectives must be considered less 

informative, nomothetically and in a vacation context, than 

the random number which was extracted at that point. Each 

of these adjectives was inspected to consider whether or 

not the vacation-describing context was the limitation 

rather than the adjective itself. Those adjectives which 

appeared potentially informative in some other 

environmental research context have been indicated but 

retained in the final list of recorrmended adjectives which 

appears in Appendix D. (All deleted adjectives and the 

reasons for their deletion are given in Appendices A, B and 

C) Future investigators must validate the appropriateness 

of these measures within a particular research context, 

since they have proven to be context sensitive. 

The appearance of Osgood's factors is notable 

because of the great difference between bipolar-designed, 

nine-step, researcher-selected response scales used in 

semantic differential technique, compared to the nonpolar, 

dichotomous, empirically collected response variables used 
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in this study. Osgood et al themselves were once concerned 

that Evaluation, Potency and Activity could be artifacts of 

their technique rather than psychological constants of 

human beings. These researchers also questioned the 

assumed bipolarity of the dimensions: 

...One of the difficult methodological problems we 
have faced -unsuccessfully so far- is to 
demonstrate that the polar terms we now use are 
true psychological opposites...The use of 
unidirectional scales might eliminate this 
problem... 

(Osgood et al, 1957) 

In this study, Evaluation appears bipolar, as does 

the Activity dimension. Yet the Potency factor, computed 

from "hard", "rough", "harsh", "tough", etc., appears 

unipolar. In fact, the adjectives which are considered 

antonyms to the marker variables of this factor, "soft", 

"smooth" and "gentle" were deleted from the analysis due to 

skewness. Since these skewed adjectives were endorsed by 

less than 10% of the subjects, one must conclude that the 

"soft" side of the Potency dimension does not exist 

nomothetically in the description of vacation 

env i ronments. 

One must acknowledge that idiosyncratic symbolism 

of the "soft" side of Potency could result in these data 

even if Potency were idiographically bipolar. Still, these 

data suggest that the nomothetic tendencies, which 

standardized instruments must use for norms, are not 

consistently bipolar. 
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The eight additional dimensions suggested by Series 

II are all unipolar, although some can be related to 

polarity of the two bipolar dimensions from Series I, as in 

Figure 1. Had semantic differential been used rather than 

the checklist format, subjects would have been forced to 

use bipolar dimensions, even where these data indicate such 

description is not naturally systematic. 

Mehrabian (1980) cites earlier work to argue that 

acquiescence bias is responsible for the unipolar 

appearance of these factors when presented in checklist 

format (Bentler, 1969; Nowlis,1965). The argument rests on 

the notion that subjects are able to see all of the 

adjectives as descriptive to some degree, and that when 

acquiescence bias is controlled, all of the dimensions will 

emerge with bipolar structure. Acquiescence bias was 

assessed in the present study via the variable containing 

the sum of adjectives endorsed by each subject. Only 14 

highly acquiescent subjects were identified and eliminated 

from the analysis. Furthermore, the mean number of 

adjectives endorsed by the retained subjects was 42.05 of 

282 total adjectives, yielding a general probability of 

acquiescence to all adjectives of only .149 . This finding 

contradicts the contention that adjective checklists 

encourage acquiescence bias, and rejects the argument that 

the three factors are bipolar in all research contexts. 
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The Discriminant Function Analysis 

While the significant improvement over chance 

classification is encouraging, the overall success rate of 

57.4% is far from 100%. A closer examination of the 

mi sclassifications reveals that only nine of the 118 

approach cases were misclassified as avoidance and only one 

of the 115 avoidance cases was misclassified as approach 

(Table 9). The bulk of the mi sclassification involved 

failure to discriminate the apathy condition from the other 

two. Apathy was intended as a quasi-control, comparison 

condition. In retrospect, a better attempt at a control 

condition might be to have one group of subjects describe 

the same non-environment stimulus (i.e. a lightbulb, 

pencil, chair, etc). 

While these dimensions are significantly linked to 

approach - avoidance decisions, they obviously are not 

equivalent to the decision itself. Potency tends to 

predict avoidance in these data but one can easily imagine 

that a few individuals might seek a "harsh" vacation as 

relief from a "soft" routine. Similar importance of the 

pre-vacation routine is suggested by the variables which 

did not discriminate significantly. The failure of both 

PicA and "Activity" alone to discriminate while E&A is 

significant, supports the notion that "calm vs. busy" is 

not a consistent correlate of approach and avoidance 



TABLE 9. THE CLASSIFICATION MATRIX 

Group Percent 
Correct 

Approach 67.3 

Apathy 47.0 

Avoidance 65.6 

Number of Cases Classified into Group 

Approach Apathy Avoidance 

74* 35 1 

36 63* 35 

8 34 80* 

Total 59.3 118 132 116  

JACKKNIFED CLASSIFICATION 

Group Percent Number of Cases Classified into Group 
Correct 

Approach Apathy Avoidance 

Approach 63.6 70* 39 1 

Apathy 45.5 38 61* 35 

Avoidance 64.8 9 34 79* 

Total 57.4 117 134 115 

* =CORRECT CLASSIFICATIONS 
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intentions for vacations. One interpretation might be that 

"calm" vacations are sought after as restorative escapes 

from stimulation, while "busy" vacations are sought by 

understimulated individuals (Shelly, 1969). Thus, knowing 

the Evaluation judgment combined with "calm vs. busy" as in 

E&A, does enhance classification while "Activity" fails to 

classify without that qualifying information. 

Potency and Activity ratings of the pre-vacation 

routine might be important covariates to assess in future 

research. Future research might also be profitably 

directed toward delineating the differences between the 

desirable-calm versus the desirable-busy vacation. Perhaps 

individual differences will prove to be significant here. 

Petrie (1967) has demonstrated fairly stable effects 

conceptualized along a dimension of individualized need for 

stimulation. "Reducers" appear to have lower stimulation 

tolerance and behave in a multitude of ways to minimize 

incoming stimulation. "Augmenters" tolerate greater degrees 

of stimulation. This personality dimension has been 

empirically related to pain toleration, responses to 

sensory deprivation, electroencepholograph recordings, and 

stimulus seeking in social behavior (Sales, 1971). The 

Activity factor of the present study might discriminate 

approach from avoidance intentions if Petrie's "Reducer 

Augmenter" trait was measured. Reducers should approach 

"calm" vacations while Augmenters should seek "busy" 
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vacations. Presently, one cannot equate any one of this 

study's 10 factors with approach or avoidance in simple, 

direct correspondence. 

Inevitably, measurement and other error has entered 

into the empirical test of these inferred concepts. The 

hope that each of the 366 subjects actual concepts for 

their vacation site survived the entire analysis is 

unreasonable. Reconsider the entire procedure briefly: A 

person picks up a paper and pencil instrument and is asked 

to think of an appropriate vacation site. The person 

indicates the site and then marks which of 282 adjectives 

describe that place. The marks or absence of marks are 

coded as ones and zeroes in a computer file, and the 

point-biserial correlations are calculated. Structure 

analysis reduces the correlation matrix to three major 

dimensions and eight lesser factors. Finally, discriminant 

function analysis is asked to predict the original human 

intention to approach or avoid each vacation site, with 

only the major three dimensions. Given the loss of 

measurement which was possible at each of these steps in 

the analysis, the original link must have been very robust 

indeed to survive operationalization as well as these data 

demons trate. 
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Potential Applications 

The adjectives used for this study's response 

categories originated in environmental descriptions which 

individuals provided in previous research. The 

environments of this study were self-selected by each 

subject using their judgment of appropriateness. Since 

both the environmental stimuli and the response categories 

derive from natural experience, the findings of this 

research should have high external validity regarding the 

natural experience of environments. These findings can be 

most reliably extended to future research in vacation and 

travel planning, since that was the context in which these 

data were gathered. 

Vacation and travel plans impact on the travel 

industry, private recreational planners, the public lands 

managers of our national parks and recreation areas, and 

have indirect impact on our national policies regarding 

issues such as pollution and conservation. More global 

concerns relate to the economies and cultures of 

non-industrialized nations which industrialized tourists 

visit or shun. Any intervention in this complex web of 

interrelated concerns will necessarily involve choices 

regarding social values, made by explicit policy or 

implicit assumptions. While research cannot select the 

social values to be served, validated measurement 

techniques can aid subsequent policy processes in an 
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informational way. 

These adjectives and the identified underlying 

dimensions can be considered a parsimonious set of 

naturally used language descriptions which concur with many 

previous studies and extend those earlier findings into the 

realm of behavioral choices. Planners, researchers and 

industrial concerns can adopt validated subsets of these 

adjectives and their underlying basic dimensions as 

dependent measures with the assurance that behavioral 

intent correlates with such descriptions. These dependent 

verbal responses can be expected to yield informative 

descriptions of existing environments. Imagined responses 

to planned environmental changes may also be estimated with 

more precise assessment of covariates such as need for 

stimulation and experience of the presently routine 

env i ronments. 

There remains the possibility that these variables 

function as causal, manageable, independent variables in 

addition to their function as dependent variables. Where 

informational, educational, and persuasive efforts involve 

verbal messages, perhaps reliable changes in behavioral 

intention can be achieved by including the appropriate 

combination of these adjectives in verbal messages. 

Future research may also advance more heuristic 

concerns. Refinement of these language scales could enable 



the comparison of a single individual's concepts of 

different environments; of different individuals' concepts 

of the same physical environment; of different groups' 

concepts for conrnon classes of environments. Future 

research may also enable the researcher to establish mean, 

nomothetic conceptual representations which large groups 

ascribe to specified physical environments. 



CONCLUSION 

The two original research questions have been 

answered by identifying the 134 systematically used 

adjectives and demonstrating significantly improved 

classification ability with the use of their three major 

underlying factors. These factors correspond to previous 

research findings based on semantic differential 

technique. If one considers the 18 adjectives which 

reconstructed Osgood's factors for the discriminant 

function analysis of this study, the general findings can 

be made more concrete. 

"Fun" places, "fun with rough" places, as well as 

"fun with calm" places are approached while "rough", "rough 

with drab", as well as "rough with crowded" environments 

are avoided. This announcement is certainly not surprising 

and face validity is unquestionably high. But Evaluation, 

Activity and Potency were identified in 1957 what purpose 

has been served by re-inventing Osgood's wheel of 

psycholingui sties? 

To begin with, semantic differential technique has 

been both indicted and defended by these data. The major 

factors have received convergent validation from a 

disparate assessment technique. At the same time, the 

appropriateness of bipolarity for all scales has been 

6 0  
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challenged. Secondarily, the descriptive context has been 

demonstrated to require careful consideration before 

selecting any set of verbal stimuli and response 

categories. This implies that future researchers cannot 

use an off-the-shelf, generic verbal assessment instrument 

without expending the effort required to validate the 

response set for the study in question. 

The third contribution has been the empirical 

evidence that behavioral intent and verbal concepts are 

correlated. This evidence points the way to a future 

research question: Do concepts of environments sampled by 

language link with behavior beyond the intention stage? Do 

people follow up their intentions with gross motor 

behavior? The present study does not answer this question, 

but has left adequate clues for the interested 

investigator. 

Finally, one must consider why Osgood's three 

factors are so ubiquitous in language across time, culture, 

and measurement method. Recall that hundreds of studies in 

the U.S. and abroad, which analyzed concepts ranging from 

"earthquake" to "prostitute" have concurred: Humans make 

the judgments of Evaluation, Potency and Activity for 

almost every imaginable concept (Snider & Osgood, 1969). 

To explore why this is the case, please permit some 

speculation into human past. 



Consider a human ancestor who happens to live at 

the time when language is first being developed. Of 

course, no living person can know when, where or how the 

birth of language took place but languages are observed 

to be used by humans today and obviously these complex 

meaning systems could not exist without some beginning 

point in time, followed by much elaboration. Now if a 

pre-agrarian human were seeking to communicate something to 

a fellow hunter-gatherer, what might such a message be? 

Might a message that conveys the dimensions of pleasant vs. 

unpleasant, strong vs. weak, and active vs. passive have 

survival value? Whatever the surface structure of that 

ancient language, messages concerning "good" hunting areas, 

"strong" animals, and "fast" rivers complemented by advice 

concerning "bad" water, "weak" enemies, and "slow" game 

would clearly be fundamental to species survival. Yet the 

ability to communicate these dimensions would enhance 

cooperation, persuasion, and survival only if the concepts 

were implicitly linked to approach and avoidance 

recommendations in the manner hypothesized and demonstrated 

by this study. Ancient peoples who used such dimensions of 

meaning might well have enjoyed greater capacity to adapt 

their environmental selections during periods of 

catastrophic change. 

Certainly approach - avoidance recorrmendat ions are 

fundamental to human interaction today. If one is about to 



make a selection (of automobile, restaurant, spouse, film, 

etc.) one first decides which are "good" candidates and 

which are less so. Take away the evaluation component and 

modern culture would have no advertising, no critics, no 

Consumer Reports, no ethics, no etiquette, no awards nor 

punishments. Such a non-evaluative culture is so distant 

from most of our experience as to be unthinkable. And the 

very fact that living without evaluation is impossible for 

us suggests the importance of these many years of research 

consensus. These dimensions are not objective facts lying 

about the physical universe. They are created by human 

transactions. Osgood's three main factors may well 

constitute part of the definition of human nature. To be 

human is, in part, to draw boundaries which distinguish 

"good" from "bad", "powerful" from "weak", and "calm" from 

"busy". Any science of human behavior cannot afford to 

ignore these basic dimensions of human meaning. 

Even granting that these concepts permeate the 

basic structure of language, doubt remains concerning 

whether these three dimensions can be considered a 

fundamental bedrock on which to erect the first global 

paradigm for environmental psychology or psychology in 

general (Mehrabian, 1980). Language is our most basic tool 

for conveying meaning, but the inference that all relevant 

meaning can be sampled by language does not logically 

follow. Psychology is a field of study that might suffer 
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grievously from undue reductionism. One might consider how 

valid the three factors are in a personally relevant 

approach-avoidance choice: Imagine selecting a new 

neighborhood in which to live. Which would be most useful 

in that decision, on-site visits; photographs of the 

neighborhoods; or factor scores for Evaluation, Potency and 

Activity? The complexity of the phenomena in question 

conflicts with the drive toward parsimony. 

In summation, these three dimensions are necessary 

but not sufficient factors to assess in researching human 

relationships with environments at the experiential level 

of awareness. The final conclusion is that the research 

context must be addressed with great sensitivity rather 

than employing any instrument in an off-the-shelf fashion. 

Ecological validity is best served by validating these 

adjectives, or any instrument for psychological assessment 

within the appropriate context of natural occurrence and 

intended application. 



Appendix A.1 RARELY ENDORSED ADJECTIVES 

Adjectives which were endorsed by less 
than 10% of subjects and were deleted 
from the reconmended checklist. 

autumnal 
bare (Note: 
burned 
content 
cut 
dead (Note: 
destroyed 
even 
fal1ing 
farmed 
foamy 
gentle (Note: 
glacial 
indi fferent 
k i nd (Note: 
little (Note: 
low 
lumpy 
mar shy 
meadowy (Note: 
mot ionless (Note: 
normal (Note: 
orange 
placid (Note: 
poi nted 
reaching 
reasonable (Note: 
reflect i ng 
round 
rusty 
sharp 
s1 iding 
s1ippery 
smooth 
sparse (Note: 
stoney (Note: 
straight 
swampy 
weedy 
whi te 
yellow 

(Note: empty is retained) 

(Note: lifeless is retained) 

(Note: soft <5c friendly are retained) 

(Note: tranquil is retained) 

(Note: inexpensive is retained) 
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Appendix A. 2 s RARELY ENDORSED ADJECTIVES 

Adjectives which were endorsed by less than 
10% of subjects but were retained in the 
in the recommended checklist due to possible 
relevance in non-vacation contexts. 

deserted 
desolate 
dry 
empty 
feminine 
formal 
inexpens ive 
lifeless 
narrow 
new 
ordinary 
order ly 
pas toral 
plain 
safe 
secure 
s imple 
s low 
smal 1 
soft 
stark 
still 
unconvent ional 
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Appendix B.l : IDIOSYNCRATICALLY ENDORSED ADJECTIVES 

Adjectives which failed to load on any factor 
of either series and which failed to load even 
after a random number variable was extracted. 
These adjectives were deleted from the 
reconmended checklist. 

arid (Not e: dry is retained) 
br i sk (Not e s fresh is retained) 
compact (Note: small is retained) 
cons tant 

diverse is retained) cont rast i ng (Note: diverse is retained) 
crisp 
dense (Not e: crowded is retained) 
di f ferent (Note: diverse & unusual are retained) 
distant (Note: foreign & remote are retained) 
eternal 
expans ive 
flat 
flowing 

demanding is retained) frustrating (Note: demanding is retained) 
golden 
high 

(Note: demanding £c threatening are retained) imposing (Note: demanding £c threatening are retained) 
innovat ive 
integrated 

(Note: relaxed & slow are retained) lazy (Note: relaxed & slow are retained) 
1 ight 

alive is retained) 1iv ing (Note: alive is retained) 
monotonous (Note: boring is retained) 
nocturnal 
poor (Note: impoverished is added) 
rol1ing 
segregated 

somber is added) ser ious (Note: somber is added) 
shadowy 
shallow 
spring-like 
tall 

busy, fast Sc. demanding are retained) tense (Note: busy, fast Sc. demanding are retained) 
thick 
wa rm 
young (Note: new is retained) 
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Appendix B.2 s IDIOSYNCRATICALLY ENDORSED ADJECTIVES 

Adjectives which failed to load on any factor 
of either series and which failed to load even 
after a random number variable was extracted. 
These adjectives were retained in the 
reconmended checklist since they may be 
relevant in foreign country or non-vacation 
contexts. 

conservat ive 
diverse 
expensive 
fami liar 
foreign 
hot 
1i beral 
lush 
ma j e s t i c 
mysterious 
old 
open 
popular 
rainy 
rural 
shady 
smel ly 
stormy 
unusual 
urban 
wild 
wi ndy 
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Appendix C.l REOCMVIENDATIONS UNSUPPORTED BY 
THE EMPIRICAL DATA 

black 

blue 

brown 
bust 1ing 
clear 

colorless 

conmonplace 
crashing 

deep 
easy going 
extens ive 
hazy 

humdrum 
i solated 
jagged 
leisurely 
mov i ng 
rapid 
r i ch 

runni ng 
rushing 
sloping 
sociable 
spread out 
steep 
summery 
tree-studded 
uninteresting 
wet 
wintry 

Adjectives which survived the empirical 
criteria for retention but which were deleted 
from the recommended checklist. The reason 
for each deletion is provided. 

(Color of environment confounded with 
ethnicity of residents) 

(Color confounded with 
depressing connotation) 

(Color confounded with lifeless vegetation) 
(Redundant with busy) 
(Physical referent unspecified, clear ground? 

clear air? clear focus of activity?) 
(Lack of physical color confounded with 

lack of character) 
(Redundant with ordinary) 
(Physical referent unspecified, crashing river? 

crashing noise? crashing cars?) 
(Overly specific to canyons et al) 
(Redundant with casual & relaxed) 
(Redundant to big, broad, large & wide) 
(Overly specific to temporal state. 

Note: polluted is added) 
(Redundant with boring) 
(Redundant with remote & secluded) 
(Overly specific) 
(Redundant with casual & relaxed) 
(Redundant with active, busy & fast) 
(Redundant with fast) 
(Confounds sensuous with wealthy. 

Note: sensuous is added) 
(Overly specific to rivers) 
(Redundant with busy & fast) 
(Overly specific) 
(Redundant with friendly & popular) 
(Redundant with open Sc. wide) 
(Overly specific) 
(Overly specific to temporal state) 
(Redundant with forested) 
(Redundant with boring) 
(Confounds moist, rainy & watery) 
(Overly specific to temporal state) 
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RECOMMENDATIONS UNSUPPORTED BY 
THE EMPIRICAL DATA 

Adjectives which were added to the recoimiended 
checklist but were not empirically tested by 
the present study. 

(Offered by subjects in answer 
to why they avoid some environments) 

(An attempt to sample poverty concepts apart 
from the non-specific unpleasantness implied 
by the word poor) 

(Offered by subjects in answer to why they 
avoid some environments) 

(An attempt to split the confounded adjective 
"rich" into wealthy and sensuous) 

(An attempt to salvage the meaning 
unsuccessfully sampled by the 
adjective "serious") 



Appendix D 

RECOMMENDED CHECKLIST FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

7 1  
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INSTRUCTIONS: \/ Cheek the words that do describe the place you 
are thinking of. Put a question mark ) beside any word 
that you think could be one of the fake words we made up for 
this checklist. Also put a question mark ('T ) beside the 
word if you forget what that word means. 

1 act ive — - 21 changing - 41 depress ing 

--- 2 adventurous --- 22 charming — - 42 deserted 

--- 3 alive — - 23 cheerful - 43 des i rable 

--- 4 attract ive --- 24 clean - 44 desolate 

--- 5 average — 25 cloudy - 45 dirty 

--- 6 av rnte --- 26 coarse - 46 diverse 

--- 7 awful — - 27 cold - 47 drab 

— - 8 bad --- 28 colorful - 48 dry 

--- 9 barren --- 29 comfortable - 49 dutg 

--- 10 beaut i ful --- 30 complex - 50 dul 1 

--- 11 big --- 31 confusing - 51 dusty 

— - 12 bleak --- 32 conservative - 52 dynami c 

--- 13 bor i ng --- 33 cosmopolitan - 53 elegant 

--- 14 br ight --- 34 cozy - 54 empty 

--- 15 broad 35 crowded - 55 eroded 

--- 16 bushy --- 36 dangerous - 56 exci t ing 

--- 17 busy --- 37 dark - 57 expens ive 

— - 18 calm --- 38 delightful - 58 fami1iar 

--- 19 casual — 39 delnpvo - 59 fascinating 

— - 20 challengi ng --- 40 demanding - 60 fast 

THIS RESEARCH IS BEING 
(Debriefing statement 
•••NOTE: 9 FOIL FALSE 
POSITIONS #6, #39, #49 

CONDUCTED TO... 
for mass administration) 
ADJECTIVES ARE INCLUDED 
, #74, #87, #133, #158, 

AT 
#174 & #185. 
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61 feminine --- 86 icy —111 new 

62 f 1 owe r y --- 87 i f r lw —112 ni ce 

63 foggy — 88 impover i shed ---113 no i sy 

64 forceful - — 89 inexpens ive - — 114 old 

65 forei gn --- 90 inspi r ing ---115 open 

66 forested --- 91 interesting ---116 ordi nary 

67 formal — 92 invigorating - — 117 orderly 

68 free --- 93 invi t ing ---118 ov erwhelmi ng 

69 f resh --- 94 large •--119 pastoral 

70 friendly --- 95 leafy ---120 peaceful 

71 fun --- 96 1i beral - — 121 plain 

72 gloomy --- 97 lifeless ---122 pleasant 

73 good --- 98 lively ---123 polluted 

74 gplrn --- 99 lonely - — 124 popular 

75 grassy - — 100 loud ---125 powerful 

76 gray - — 101 lovely ---126 pret ty 

77 green - — 102 lush ---127 progressive 

78 growi ng ---103 ma j e s t i c ---128 pure 

79 happy - — 104 masculi ne ---129 quiet 

80 hard - — 105 mass ive - — 130 rainy 

81 harsh - — 106 moi s t - — 131 refreshing 

82 heal thy ---107 mountainous - — 132 relaxed 

83 hilly - — 108 mysterious - — 133 remlvn 

84 hot - — 109 narrow - — 134 remote 

85 humid - — 110 natural - — 135 rest ful 



136 rocky —161 spacious --186 wide 

137 rough —16 2 stark — 187 wild 

138 rugged —163 still — 188 windy 

139 rural —164 stormy — 189 wooded 

140 sad —165 strange 

141 safe —166 sunny 

142 sandy —167 threatening 

143 satisfying 168 tough 

144 secluded 169 tower i ng 

145 secure •--170 tranqui 1 

146 sensuous •--171 ugly 

147 sentimental ---172 unconvent i onal 

148 serene ---173 undes irable 

149 sexy ---174 unesnr11 

150 shady ---175 unfriendly 

151 simple ---176 uninspi r ing 

152 s low ---177 uninvi t ing 

153 sma 11 ---178 unpleasant 

154 sme11y ---179 unusual 

155 snobbish - — 180 urban 

•156 snowy ---181 vegetated 

•157 soft - — 182 v iolent 

•158 s o 1 wd - — 183 watery 

•159 somber - — 184 weal thy 

•160 sophisticated • ---185 weawrn 
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